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About This Game

Its Disco Time.

The 80s are back!
Enter the Dancefloor and celebrate an 80s club party in VR.

Features

18 80s Style Music Tracks or use The InGame YouTube Browser

3 Clubs + Miami Style Street with entrances to the clubs

Interaction: Ask a Dancer for a dance, you can choose between 20 dance styles

7 Various effects like Slow Motion, Neon, Fog, Alcohol, Drawing and more

Fun Games like Dart, Bowling, Mini Basketball, Pool Billiard and Arcade Machine

Teleportation and Free (Slide) Locomotion VR
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A mediocre puzzle game made interesting by the inclusion of cats. They help to give it a bit of personality and essentially a
reason to play if you needed one. As puzzle games go, it is reasonable fun, although it can be tricky to finish some levels,
leaving you feeling frustrated. That is because it is difficult to visualise how the trains of cats will travel across large maps, and
you may have to resort to a bit of trial and error to get by.. What I like the most about this DLC is how big the maps are! These
maps are much more detailed, and as you move around to explore your surroundings, the map moves along with you. This does
not apply to the first level of the DLC, though.

Also, I must mention there are a few new animations in some of the levels ;) Once I discovered them, I couldn't help it but to
start laughing. I think this DLC expands the potential for this amazing game. It's fresh, it's original, and it's entertaining as usual.
Give it a try! You won't regret it!. runs at 6 fps. I really love this game, it is very easy to play and has very simple mechanics, the
only challenge is the ciruits. Every circuit is different and gets you to think. I never found myself finding it too hard or too easy,
even if i had to spend a while on some levels.. Dead game, do not buy.. Great graphics, great intriguing story until the end, the
game runs smoothly and interacting with objects is very easy. Length of this game i'd say is about 2 hours really stretching it out.
I had a bug where if I tabbed out of the game and back in, I could no longer interact with objects and therefore had to restart
leading to save issues as the game only saves during certain check points, which was annoying. The ending is absolute
dog\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Most people will see the end take shape about halfway or three quarters through
exploring the home. The ending begins just as you might expect and you are absolutely FULL OF QUESTIONS!!!! The
excitement and possibilities had my heart racing only for you to walk through one door and watch a cutscene on one of the walls
of the next room play. This scene's narrative can be boiled down to "cuz \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 you thats why" Then the
credits roll. At no point do we see any real conclusion of the characters development nor we do we get any information on who
the third party is calling us from within the home. I think I bought this for less than $10 IIRC, I'd say it's barely worth that. I
cannot in good faith recommend this game unless you are just looking for a walking simulator to scratch the itch because you've
played most of the good ones.. The extended benchmark is, as of 2019, the best tool to measure performance of HPDT and
multi-core PCs. It also gives you immeadiate assurance after a new build because you can compare your exact hardware and
benchmark results with thousands of other user around the world.

It is also a good way to see what kind of real world permance a new computer has given you. You can easily run it on almost any
computer you own.

Most people complaining they can't finish the test or don't get a score only need to remove their unstable overclock and try
again. PCMark has always been picky. If a system is stable for normal apps, then it will run.. As of this writing, The Memory of
Eldurim is in early access, so the issues I have with it will probably be taken care of by the games actual release. With that in
mind, it's not worth purchasing right now. The foundation is there, but it definitely needs a lot of work before it's actually worth
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spending money on.

The combat has a familiar stamina system. It operates very much in the same was as Demons/Dark Souls, with one stamina bar
thats used for both attacking and blocking. It's neither good or bad, it's just a point. The wieght of weapon swings feel off,
though. Swinging something like a simple sword is just as slow and cumbersome as swinging a claymore. While this may be
great for people who like big heavy weapons, it defeats the purpose of using a smaller, one handed weapon. The only upside to
one handed weapons is the ability to carry a shield in the off hand, but the blocking also leaves quite a bit to be desired. Actually
raising your sheild to block takes an embarrassingly long time, which is absolutely unforgiving early on when you come across
the occasional monster that can't be interrupted. Furthermore, even if you do manage to raise your sheild in time, they hardly
block enough damage to make the effort worth it. Instead, I found it was often a better choice to just dodge, even though it eats
up a suprising amount of stamina to do so. Back on the offensive side, the weapons feel appropriately powered, but the hit
detection is all over the place. It doesn't take a whole lot of damage for anyone, player included, to fall, so it's a definite problem
when one in three blows actually land, despite standing directly in front of your target.

The game world is well crafted and beautiful, but it feels very empty. Right now it's pretty routine to find buildings that you can
enter with absolutely nothing inside them. There also isn't quite a lot of story yet so there isn't a lot to draw someone. Again,
these aren't really issues so much as just something to acknowledge. These things will surely be fleshed out with the actual
release.

As it is, there is just enough here to jump in, explore and hack down some enemies while gaining loot. The loot is satisfying, but
it's still not enough to make up for the poor combat system. There's no mistaking this for a fully fledged product, but the
foundation is decent. I'll definitely be coming back to check it out again once the issues are addressed, but I couldn't recommend
spending money on it in its current state.. Good game for joking :D
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Do not even attempt to start playing this game. There is some invisible force compelling you to keep on playing. Then you
cannot stop. This game feels like clicker hereos, but it has more of a tactical side to it and much more to do. Fun game.. It adds
a lot of content to the base game. Mainly companion quests and their special weapons. Buying this DLC is a nice way to support
the developer for their great work.. The game's not bad, I just wish it told you what you could and couldn't kill by shooting. I
died quite a bit due to that.

Also, the Mac version has literally nothing in its file folder. If you're on Mac only, don't bother getting this.. The Narrator Is
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\/i] [sic] proclaims itself to be a "comedy-based, challenging 2D platformer" that is
"fully narrated". In some (admittedly reaching) sense, this is true. But it is only just true. The comedy is not funny, the challenge is
not clever, and the narration is not interesting.

The first thing I saw when I started up this game is a "Made with Unity Personal Edition" splash screen. This is not, in itself, a
horrendous thing, but more often than not is indicative of mediocrity. Still, I am committed to the premise, and carry on.

The second thing I saw was a heavily cropped fullscreen window on a different monitor (I have a dual-screen setup on Linux). I
could make it to the options, but several options, including windowed mode, were inaccessible, and upon attempting another
resolution, the game crashed. Further attempts to boot resulted in a blank screen. Fortunately (or so I thought), there was a prefs
file in the config path. I tried altering it; it failed to do anything, for apparently the game alters the prefs file on startup.

Eventually (and only after a period of time longer than I ended up playing the game for), I found a situation where deleting the
prefs file allowed for the game to show up on my primary monitor, which, while still cropped, could allow me to reach the button
for windowed mode.

Also, the volume options default to 0, no sound. This is a game about a voiced narrator. Take a second to think about this.

The game itself is... uninteresting. There's no real puzzles, and the obstacles are either traps or moderately annoying percision
platforming. I allowed myself to think, initially, that there was some level of meta-commentary on the canonical Indie Puzzle
Platformer with Narration that is in the zeitgeist, but in retrospect, this was too optimistic. The narration just sort of contradicts the
on-the-ground reality and occasionally yells at you. There's no real interaction with the gameplay. You might as well just let it be
silent. This is not serving any higher purpose; the crappy gameplay does not reek of intentionality or camp.

There's a Dance Dance Revolution minigame in the second level (which requires you to figure out that the 'E' key, and only the 'E'
key, is needed to interact with NPCs when prompted), where you are prompted to put inputs in time with arrows overlapping the
arrow boxes. This only works with WASD keys, while you can play the rest of the game with the arrow keys. Keybinding is either
absent or sufficiently obscure to the point that I did not see it.

I gave up on the third level at the flying spike trap. It did not seem worth it to go through all of the traps you had already avoided
repeatedly to get back to that obstacle.

With substantial overhauls, there might be the start of a good concept here, but I'm not particularly getting my hopes up for The
Narrator is a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665II:\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Harder.. As of
10/2018, so far so good. Obviously the game is early access, and very early at that. Anyone hating on it failed to read the statement
from devs saying there will be major patches every few months. I've only had it a few days since it went up in the store and there
have been 3 updates. Some are being way too harsh, way too soon. The game is completely playable right now, just rough around
the edges which is to be expected. For fans of The Pit, it is essentially the same rules just a real-time FPS roguelike. Can't wait to see
the improvements in the future, seeing as how the original The Pit ended up with so much content over the years with endless
replayability. For those that didn't read, the price is going to go up over time as more content is added, and at $10 it's a total steal.
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